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About This Game

Data mining 0 - casual minimalist puzzle in which you have to collect all the files that are not corrupted to exit the closed circle.
The player's goal is to collect all data files, avoiding obstacles and traps, after which the previously closed pass will open to pass

the level.

In Data mining 0:
- 50 levels

- Explosions
- Traps

- Portals
- Decelerators
- Accelerators
- Minimal art

- Cool Soundtrack
- Achievements
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Forge of Gods News:

Guys, the issue with daily quests is resolved. All players should have the new bunch of daily quests now.. Updates and Fixes
#33: Control Computer:

Updates and Fixes #33: Control Computer:. Ritual of the Moon:
Hi friends! A new project from Ice Water Games was just released today! Check it out!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/993500/Ritual_of_the_Moon/

There's more information, and links to mobile storefronts on our website.[www.icewatergames.com]
(Just iOS for now, sorry, but follow us on the social media of your choice for an update once it's on Android!)

. Animal couple A is released!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1058017/. Visual Novel/Music Game, Symphonic Rain, Now Available!:
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It's time to dust off your Fortelle and find a vocal partner because the Symphonic Rain HD Remaster is now available
for purchase!

Play the definitive version of the 2004 Visual Novel/Music game classic from KOGADO Studio, with visuals remastered in
beautiful high-def by original character artist Siro. Also available for the first time (officially) in English!

Set in Piova, the city of music and endless rain, guide Chris Vertin on the path to become a Fortenist—a master of the magical
instrument known as the Fortelle. Play music sections with different vocal partners set to the beautiful melodies composed and
sung by Ritsuko Okazaki. Experience multiple endings based on your choices and performances.

When the sound of Chris's playing harmonizes with the voice of the musical magic fairy, who knows what might happen? Play
now and find out!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/629650/Symphonic_Rain/

Find more information along with messages from the staff on the official website: 
http://www.kogado.com/sw/contents/kuroneko/sr2017/en/
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